Map, text and image The mentality of enlightened conquerors: a new look at the Description de l'Egypte Anne Godlewska This paper takes a new look at the Description de l'Egypte in the light of the the Said, Mitchell and Bruno Latour on intellectual conquest. It argues that in addit being the product of an historically remarkable scientific exploration, the Descrip was a sophisticated and purposive interpretation of Egypt which reflects as much about the participants' conception of themselves as about Egypt. The Description been underestimated by historians in at least two ways: its power as a tool of imperial aggression through its attempts to 'reorient' the country economically a politically and through 'representation' has not been explored; and the consider ideological coherence of the work has been missed by scholars interested in onl or a small selection of fields represented in the Description. A comprehensive loo map, image and text reveal a construction of Egypt designed to replace Egypt its The Description creates the Egypt that could be claimed and taken home and mathematically and rigorously interpreted in the silence of French libraries, laboratories and museums without the difficult complications associated with colonialism, subject peoples and the bizarreries of other cultures.
key words Egypt imperialism representation description measurement cartography Associate Professor, Department of Geography, Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6, Canada revised manuscript received 13 August 1994 Introduction: mapping the Enlightenment world view and the invention of Egypt Since the publication of Harley's 'Deconstructing the map'I it has become trendy to describe maps as misrepresentations, as complex tissues of lies and persuasion. Medieval maps, propaganda maps and even pictorial road maps have been described as exemplary of this nature.2 It takes little time in front of a topographic map, however, to realize that maps are neither lies nor the truth. Like most human creations, they are purposive interpretations of, and commentaries on, the human and physical world. What is interesting about these interpretations is not their distance from reality, that they are errors or distortions -for how can we judge the distance and what would its measurement tell us? -but that they are systematic. Inextricably part of a larger whole (a body of literature, a system of spatial understanding and a system of social organization), they are also the most powerful tools of spatial analysis ever developed. Systematic, spatial and analytic then, they are also descriptive. Descriptive, not only of the world that they seek to portray but of the system from which they emanate. This paper will explore an early topographic map and its relationship to the texts of which it formed a part, to the intellectual tradition from which it emanated and which it informed and to the systems of spatial understanding and social organization which constituted its reason for existence. The focus here will be on the Description de l'Egypte and, in representation of Egypt. As a result the mapping of Egypt, here used to include the entire Description, cannot be taken at face value or used uncritically. In fact, much of its interest and passion lies precisely in the areas of interpretation hidden below the surface.
This paper, then, argues that both topographic mapping and the scientific exploration behind the Description de l'Egypte were products of the 'Enlightenment Project' and reflected its values. Further, that a close study of the cartography which dominates the Description will reveal both the coherence of the Description and the powerful ideological message carried by this work which formed one of the foundations of modem Egyptology and was also one of the models for Western 'scientific' imperialism.
What, then, is meant by the 'Enlightenment Project', 4 and what are the essentials of the ideology it describes? Habermas and Harvey argue that the supporters of the Enlightenment Project saw themselves as engaged in a process of creative destruction involving a disenchantment with the world, the dissolution of myths and the substitution of these myths with knowledge derived from facts which could be seen to be true.5 An important part of this disenchantment involved the rejection of traditions based on the conventions and virtues of everyday life in favour of rationally worked out and universally applicable administrative and legal bureaucratic solutions.6 As I will discuss below, the ideal of a universal system can be seen to have served as a principal intellectual justification for the Napoleonic conquests and, by extension and insofar as this conquest was in quest of an intellectual unity, as a justification of the scientific conquest of Egypt.
The emphasis on facts which could be seen to be true is of primary importance in understanding the This emphasis on number and the instrumentality of knowledge has a strong association with cartography as mapping assigns a position to all places and objects. That position can be expressed numerically.
In addition, the whole procedure of mapping is closely associated with number and measurement through the process of terrain measurement.
According to Horkheimer and Adorno, the Enlightenment preoccupation with such facts which could be seen to be true had negative implications:
What is abandoned is the whole claim and approach of knowledge: to comprehend the given as such; not merely to determine the abstract spatio-temporal relations of the facts which allow them just to be grasped. ... Mathematical formalism ... whose medium is number, the most abstract form of the immediate, ... holds thinking firmly to mere immediacy. Factuality wins the day; cognition is restricted to its repetition; and thought becomes mere tautology.8
The focus, then, on numbers and abstract spatiotemporal relations (best captured by maps) might appear to lead to knowledge but could provide only uncritical repetition of apparent factuality.
Horkheimer and Adorno, and Harvey also emphasize the link between domination and representation. They argue that for Enlightenment thinkers it was self-evident that there was only one possible answer to any question. optics; medicine; climatology; anthropology; and pedology. The venture was, in and of itself, remarkable as nowhere in France had such a comprehensive, detailed, and uniformly executed study been undertaken. Indeed, such is the impact of the work that the brutality of the force used by the invading soldiers and scholars easily recedes from view as one studies the texts, plates and maps produced by the expedition. Not surprisingly then, most Western scholars have focused on the prodigious amount of work achieved by the members of the expedition in their short one-to three-year stay in Egypt, rather than on the ideological load carried by the Description de l'Egypte.'7
Ideology pervades the Description de l'Egypte but is most clearly expressed in Jean-Baptiste Fourier's Prtface.'8 The Prdface served as the general introduction to the Description. In it, Fourier, one of the foremost mathematicians of his day, set the tone of the work and sought to prepare the reader to understand correctly the expedition and the work of the scholars. A sub-theme in his discussion was the justification of the considerable international disruption caused by the expedition. To this end he described the conquest as undertaken in the name of the Ottoman Empire and regional peace and prosperity.'9 However, somewhat contradictorily, he The main point of the Preface, however, was the establishment of the value and merit of the Description in the minds of its readers and for posterity. Each of the characteristic aspects of the Enlightenment Project described by Habermas, Horkheimer and Adomo and Harvey is in clear evidence in Fourier' s Preface. It is pervaded by a strong messianism. It makes an implicit and explicit argument for creative destruction in the name of universality and intellectual and cultural unity. The understanding it claims to have, it bases on facts which can be seen to be true. Finally, it engages the reader in the endeavour which is the principal aim of the Description, the building of a mythical Egypt. The Arabs, by contrast, had more fixed customs and opinions, which suffered from the confusion and superstition of the ancient doctrine of the Orient. Persuaded that they knew all that was true and useful, they rejected a priori the customs and arts of the conquered people. 26 It was precisely this 'ancient doctrine of the Orient' that had to be destroyed in Egypt so as to allow the immutable, monumental and universal once again to assume dominance. What this required was a conquest, not just a conquest of arms but also a conquest by science. Significantly, Fourier linked the military conquest and the conquest by science through cartography and mapping:
Among the objects worthy of the attention of scholarly Europe, one of the principal ones is the exact determination of geographic location ... We were many times obliged to replace our weapons with geometrical instruments and, in a sense, to fight over or to conquer the terrain that we were to measure.27
The universality of science, measurement and cartography would bring the ultimate benefit to Egypt, its unity with France as a province of France. We would not have to transport cultivators there in slavery; and, far from exercising violence against the indigenous people, we will return to them all that an imprudent and tyrannical government has removed For a long succession of centuries Egypt benefitted from an enlightened and powerful government: the laws, the public customs, the domestic practices converged on the same aim; they were based on the knowledge of human customs and on the eternal 'Antiquiths' volumes were further divided into essays devoted to description and those deemed analytical memoirs. In addition, the various essays were printed at different times, requiring the subscriber to put them in the correct order in the book. The impression of incoherence is accentuated by the sheer physical enormity of many of the volumes. Nevertheless, the Description is a strongly unified text. Its unity lies in the mission of scientific representation that was the guiding ideal for all of its authors but most especially for its editor, Edme
Francois Jomard. That ideal found its strongest expression in the maps which expressed most clearly the Enlightenment concern to know the truth about all that lay within the human and physical realm.
It is ironic, then, that the topographic maps produced by the scholars in Egypt were separated out from the rest of the Description and published under the auspices not of the Commission de la Description de l'Egypte but of the Ministare de la Guerre. The reasons for this are known to us. The maps were so effective in representation that Napoleon feared their utility to others. In addition, there was something of a rights-of-ownership battle between the largely civilian Commission and the military over the cartography produced on the expedition. It was a debate which incidentally suggests some contemporary ambiguity between military and scientific conquest. It was, however, largely a jurisdictional fight for the financial benefit accruing from the sale of the maps between the Dtpbt de la Guerre and the Commission. Jomard, the general editor responsible to the Commission, regarded the separate publication of the maps as nothing short of a disaster. He fought a long battle for control of their production and publication, in the course of which he claimed that the text added nothing but details to the maps and that the maps were the essence of the Description. 38 Fourier echoed this sentiment in the Preface published in 1809. The battle was something of a draw as, although the D~pht retained control over production and publication -and publication of the maps was delayed until 1826 -they were eventually published as part of the Description.
In spite of the delay in their appearance, the maps -even in absentia -clearly functioned as the conceptual synthesis of the Description. Most of the essays in both the 'Description' and 'M6moires' section were written to be read with the topographic map available for ready consultation. Readers were frequently directed to the topographic and other maps. Indeed, some authors admitted that the mapping of information had been their primary aim and that they had only secondarily written essays to explain or accompany their maps. 39 has been somewhat stretched in the preceding paragraph. In fact, it is difficult to separate map from sketch from text in the Description. They were all part of an encyclopedic descriptive endeavour. In this sense, the Description cannot be understood as an illustrated book: the sketches and maps were not designed to illustrate but to share the load of description and analysis. The editor was attempting to achieve a chorus of rarely combined media. The maps formed the bridge between the density and yet relative lack of differentiation of the picture or image and the thinner articulation of text.s50 The sketch offers a level of completeness and a strength of image and impression which is not to be found in the text but which flickers in the map. There is a precision in the text and the map which the sketches strive for but fail to achieve. In the Description the genres reach for each other and almost merge. On the most unconscious level the maps were used to make an argument about the unity of Egypt and France. A number of the key features of the 47-sheet topographic map and the three-sheet geographic map of Egypt were designed to link France and Egypt on a monumental nation-to-nation scale.
In particular, the use of a common prime meridian The 'us' represented were those who made the maps and who won the bulk of the battles, or in any case, the bulk of the encounters recognized as battles.
The concern physically to reform Egypt's infrastructure was best expressed and implemented through the medium-scale topographic and other (Fig. 3) .
The most intimate scale of cartographic intrusion and manipulation in Egypt was the assault on language and place of the system of transliteration adopted for the place names on the topographic map. Here, too, in the area of language used for the identification of place and belonging, there were ambitions of rationalizing reform. The system of transliteration ultimately adopted for the topographic map of Egypt was based on Volney's Simplification des langues orientales.73 The Roman alphabet proposed by Volney was very much Enlightenment-inspired in the sense described above. The ideals on which it was based were unity, uniformity, rationality, consistency and attachment to European civilization. Volney was not merely proposing a system for recreating Once again, it is important to emphasize the importance of cartography in this representation. Large-scale topographic mapping covering an entire country was a relatively new phenomenon even in late eighteenth-century France. As the phenomenon of the topographic map was still young, scholars, scientists, administrators, and particularly the educated reader had not yet learned to approach the map critically. As described above, it was the maps which carried the greatest authority in the Description. This is in part because the map best embodied the ideals of the Description: a complete, unified and yet detailed encapsulation of Egypt. As Christian Jacob has so succinctly put it:
The map ... becomes the support for all of the knowledge of the world. Like all encyclopedias, its vocation is to 'compile and collect the scholarly consensus of the moment'.78 The symbolic value of the object lies in this tension between the closure and the infinite expansion favoured by reading: referencing back, decypherment and commentary on this allusive and fragmented writing. The map is the encyclopedia.
Both arouse the same dream of completeness and mastery of an inaccessible totality.79
But the authority was also derived from their association with measurement, mathematics and observational instrumentation which lent them apparent objectivity. The military-style coordination of men, resources and functions which their execution implied -from data collection to the final production -gave them additional authority in an age and culture which had learned to respect and value such operations highly. Their expression of position relative to the subject also endowed a measure of authority. The topographic map was drawn from a perspective where map maker/reader could see everything and yet not be seen. From that vantage point, the map maker/reader is at a precisely defined distance from the subject and the subject is rendered an object. and sketch in the Description meant that the authority associated with the maps was, to some extent, also bestowed on the sketches. As a result, it is difficult to separate a discussion of the maps from a discussion of the plates. We can regard the voices to be heard in the maps and the plates, then, as, while not identical, certainly in unison.
The first and most striking feature of the Description's representation, particularly given the mathematical measurement-based source of its authority, is its flirtation with fantasy, or invention.
In fact, the maps and highly detailed and accurate drawing (the ultimate proof of reality) were used to create and legitimate a fantasy Egypt in which the characters could be moved around, named and characterized just as the topographer or artist chose.
The foundation of the fantasy was a truth, the physical existence of the monuments of Egypt. The fantasy itself was that the only true Egypt was ancient Egypt; that it was still imbued with meaning and worth far greater than anything the present inhabitants could bring to the country; that there was an intimate association between modem France, French scholars, French engineers and the civilization of ancient Egypt; and that the monumentality of the Description was part of the proof of France's association with the monumentality of Egypt. The purpose of this truth-imbued fantasy was constantly and convincingly to evoke the larger truth of the superiority and depth of French civilization.
That ancient Egypt was the only true Egypt is expressed almost uniformly throughout the Description. It is most striking in many of the topographic maps, such as in plate 1, volume 3 of the 'Antiquiths' plates covering Thebes (Fig. 4) . The impression of an intimate association between the invading scholars and the civilization of ancient Egypt is deftly woven into the plates, maps and, as already discussed, into the text. The first and relatively subtle sign of this is a distinct preoccupation with authorship. Each plate and map carries the name of the artists, engineers or cartographers involved in its production. In addition to that, however, many of the volumes, and especially C~cile, again, holds his sketchbook and stands on the foot of the Collosos with a bearing that at once suggests respect and dominance through r tation (Fig. 6) . Better yet, is Dutertre's depi either himself or Denon in the midst of a stark landscape under the protection of an umbrella, sketching one of the more damaged heaps of ancient rubble in Upper Egypt (Fig. 7) The strong tendency to monumentality in the Description de l'Egypte and the use of monumentality to connect France with ancient Egypt is nowhere clearer than in the Frontispiece for the enti (Fig. 8) On each side of the door frame are the names and insignia of the battles engaged in Egypt and Syria, both those won and lost. On the door sill at the bottom of the frame, the Arab population of Egypt is depicted. In the centre of the scene is a circular symbol of a snake eating its own tail, an 
Conclusion
Topographic maps have a remarkable appeal, even today. The way in which, analytically, they break down the structure of landscape for us often allows them to replace the countryside itself in our understanding of space -or at least in our attempts to plan it. Topographic maps still seem somehow to provide something more true and pure than what we are able to perceive of the landscape when we are in the midst of it. Indeed, they seem to promise to rescue us from the chaos and confusion of nature itself. We, however, live in an age which, even as it plans and rationalizes, craves the mystical, the unplanned, the unexpected and the exotic. Today, the scientific-looking depictions of Egypt to be found in the Description appeal less than Denon's more romantic, artistic sketches of everyday life amidst the ruins of Egypt. We have grown suspicious of representations and their claims to truth or even understanding. We are, however, no less susceptible to the seduction of invention than we once were. The nature of the seduction to which we are immediately susceptible today is simply different. We remain somewhat responsive even to the seduction of past inventions, or to the remnants of their ideology and understanding, through our respect for academic authority, or through our cultural propensity to intellectual reliance on the It would be wrong to claim, as the arguments of some post-modernists would seem to suggest, that the Description does not represent Egypt. It does. It does so, however, through a screen of purpose and perception which, if not understood, warps the image, making it dangerous for uncritical use. Certainly, it cannot be regarded in any sense as 'truth'. The Description de l'Egypte, like so many imperialist productions, is generally used and understood uncritically. The temptation to swallow the ideology with the reality is overwhelming and perhaps finally impossible to resist in the case of this magnificent and ultimately totally seductive picture of our own culture and technological preoccupations. That it has coloured our perceptions of other peoples, their culture and their history beyond redemption is something for which we, and sadly they, will pay in all of our interactions. Yet what can we do? We can expect inventions created outside the context of imperial aggression to be less profoundly destructive of the 'other'. However, we can also always expect our inventions to be fundamentally self-serving (the definition of self being historically and socially contingent). In addition, are we beings that can ever really cope with 'truth'? We seem to need fantasy and invention to interpret the world to ourselves and to give ourselves a place and a meaning in space and time. However oppressive and misguided, the Description de l'Egypte is a remarkable picture of a people's image of its place in history and in nature. It is also a picture that has had an impact on those it sought to represent. That, however, is an issue best explored within Arabic traditions of scholarship. Here, as in Figure 4 , although the focus is on 
